AF Ventures

Where innovative companies take flight
Admin/Rules of Engagement

This call as being recorded

Use Q&A function to ask questions (not chat or verbal) - will be answered in order

Scheduled for one hour - no issue finishing early

Introductions - AFVentures, AFX/PK, SBIR Center of Excellence

Three items to discuss today:

- **CLOSED** - COVID-19 Request for Industry Information
- **EXPANDED** - DAF ACT Commercial Solutions Opening - 4 new AOIs!
- **CLOSED** - SBIR Direct-to-Phase II
COVID-19 National Response Team

UNITE AND FIGHT

Powered by the Department of Defense

As we evolve this process, we are no longer accepting submissions to the Request for Information (RFI) and have transitioned to a Commercial Solution Opening (CSO) for proposals.
COMMERCIAL SOLUTION OPENING
Air Force Acquisition COVID-19 Task Force (DAF ACT)
JATF - Commercial Solutions Opening (CSO)

This announcement has been reissued to administratively update the solicitation number (previously FA3002-20-S0002) and highlight the CSO’s purpose for bolstering industrial capacity for domestic supplier base in support of JATF & HHS COVID-19 response priorities. All pending award determinations submitted under the previous solicitation number remain valid for government review and consideration.

This **CSO announcement (FA7013-20-S-0002)** anticipates soliciting solution briefs through separate & periodically published Areas of Interest (AOI) to meet JATF & HHS COVID-19 response priorities, with an emphasis on Strategic National Sourcing strategy that seeks to strengthen direct or tangential domestic supplier sources, increase market resiliency/competition with a goal of bolstering the national industrial capacity for medical, pharmaceutical and/or other personal protective equipment.

See below for specific Areas of Interest:

- **Masks**
- **Pharmaceutical Industrial Base Expansion**
- **Screening & Diagnostics**
- **Personal Protection Equipment Industrial Base Expansion**

Please review the CSO and published Areas of Interest for instructions on how to submit your solutions brief. Areas of Interest are scheduled to close August 3, 2020.
Application Window Closed

SBIR Direct-to-Phase II

Topic: AF20.R-DCSO1
You are welcome to join the next call

Every Tuesday at 1:00 PM Eastern Time

Recording and registration link available at https://www.afwerx.af.mil/coronavirus.html

This presentation available at https://www.afwerx.af.mil/coronavirus.html